ex. 4.7
- usually: She usually leaves at 4 p.m.
- often: He often visits New York.
- never: We never go out on school nights.
- usually: When given the chance, she usually leaves.
- often: If he has plane tickets, they’re often to New York.
- never: If it is a school night, we never go out.
Churches in PA usually have tall spires.
(twit: do Sun-bat, not just sometimes...)

4.8
modal (possible worlds): probably, impossible, certainly
aspect: beginning, finish

4.10
? restrictions on En. present tense in terms of aspectual
a. Maria is tall. - stative - can change, but implied clauses
b. Maria cries. - eventive: activity - no end foreseen
C. Maria cries right now. - eventive: accomplishment - implies an end will come